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If we lived on a planet where nothing ever changed, there would be little to do. There 
would be nothing to figure out. There would be no impetus for science. And if we lived in 
an unpredictable world, where things changed in random or very complex ways, we 
would not be able to figure things out. But we live in an in-between universe, where 
things change, but according to patterns, rules, or as we call them, laws of nature. If I 
throw a stick up in the air, it always falls down. If the sun sets in the west, it always rises 
again the next morning in the east. And so it becomes possible to figure things out. We 
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Chapter 1. Evaluation of Structure from Motion Software to Create 3D Models of 
Late Nineteenth Century Great Lakes Shipwrecks Using Archival Diver-Acquired
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Chapter 2. Rapid, Quantitative Assessment of Submerged Cultural Resource 
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Chapter 3. Using Structure from Motion to create DEMs and Orthoimagery from 
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!##!#"*!+$!#"&6is it possible to extract high-resolution 
georeferenced DEMs from historical, archived glacier imagery with minimum a 







Chapter 4. A Conceptual Model of Supraglacial Lake Formation on Debris-covered 





#"$&#6can GPR surveys across frozen supraglacial lake surfaces, in 
combination with the technique of “facies analysis” and local observations, 






























































































































































Chapter 1. Evaluation of Structure from Motion Software to Create 3D 
Models of Late Nineteenth Century Great Lakes Shipwrecks Using 
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Chapter 2. Rapid, Quantitative Assessment of Submerged Cultural 
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Chapter 3. Using Structure from Motion to create DEMs and 
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Chapter 4. A Conceptual Model of Supraglacial Lake Formation on 
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